
Determining how cookie 
configuration works

We conducted an experiment to determine how cookie 
configuration works.
Our primary interest was answering the following questions:

• Do the websites tell users that the website uses cookies?
• Do users have the option to reject the cookies?
• How do the settings users select on the website affect the number of cookies stored?
• Is configuring cookies on the websites a quick, easy process?

We selected 32 websites for our experiment: ten mass media sites, eight belonging to private companies, four 
belonging to cultural and sports organizations, four educational websites, two government websites, and four that fall 
into other categories.

Before visiting each website, we cleared all cookies from the computer so the site would think we were a first-time 
visitor. We then went to the website and checked to see if cookies were stored on the device, and if so, which ones. If a 
window popped up giving us an option to go to the settings, we checked which cookies were enabled and which were 
disabled by default.

Does every website let you configure cookies?

Of the 32 websites we looked at, 14 did not notify users about the use of cookies or provide an option to configure 
them. In addition, right after we opened the websites, they stored the cookies on the device.

We then checked whether the sites offered any ways to manage cookies. To do this, we scrutinized their privacy policies 
and found it was possible, at least theoretically, to block the websites from collecting and using your data. Depending 
on the website, we had one of two options: either directly contact the marketing companies the website owners work 
with or write to the site administrators and ask them not to track us. In practice, those are hardly convenient ways to 
shield yourself from tracking.

What happens if the website lets you set up cookies?

Of the 32 websites we examined, 18 — that is, slightly more than half — allowed us to customize the cookies. But they 
allowed it for only some of the cookies, and they required us to keep the “necessary” ones. Of those 18, most (14) were 
kind to users who were not too lazy to open the settings: Advertising cookies were immediately disabled there.

The unpleasant surprise was that seven websites foisted a cookie on users immediately. In other words, we did not 
even have a chance to decide whether we wanted to accept all the cookies or first glance at the settings — the website 
had already recorded something about us.

If a website did the right thing and waited for us to decide, we opened its settings and tried to disable all of the cookies 
the website would permit. When we did that, one to three cookies ended up on the computer. If we accepted all 
cookies, 20 to 30 cookies on average were saved to the computer. This tenfold difference clearly demonstrates why you 
should open the settings.
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